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Problem
Current Campus Status and Proposed Changes
According to the Surface Transportation Policy Project, Grand Rapids is one of the
country’s most dangerous areas for pedestrians1. However, Calvin College and the City of
Grand Rapids are currently taking strides toward better planning for safe, sustainable and
accessible transportation. Calvin’s Geography 351 class has analyzed and prepared various
suggestions to aid the city and Calvin College in conscientiously planning our community so
all who travel to and from Calvin’s campus may do so safely, healthily, and happily.

CURRENT CAMPUS CONDITION

Propositions

Lake Drive & Knollcrest circle
- No crosswalk
- No sidewalk
- No bike lane
- Ambiguous lane markings

Burton Street Entrance
- Non-ADA compliant bus shelter
- Non-ADA compliant path
- Limited Rapid routes

Lake Drive & East Beltline
- No sidewalk
- No crosswalk
- Curbs allowing for high
speeds

FAC Parking Lot & East Beltline
- Confusing traffic junction
- Over-crowded parking lot
- No bike lanes
- No crosswalk

The Geography 351 class developed the following sustainability assessments and
propositions for Calvin’s support and implementation:
Recommended improvements to Campus Condition

1. Support a shift toward sustainable transportation policies, practices, and facilities
according to basic cost-benefit analyses that include external costs and benefits.

Lake Drive & Knollcrest circle
- Crosswalk from Knollcrest
Circle across Lake Drive
- Continuation of Calvin path
west along Lake Drive
- Tree barrier between path
and street
- Narrow Lake Drive auto lanes
to install multi-use lanes
- Clearly mark each new lane
designation

2. Increase student parking fees to encourage and subsidize student Rapid ridership.
3. Support implementation of the Rapid’s GT2 project and extend continuous bus service
from Calvin to the Amtrak station downtown as well as to the Gerald R. Ford
International Airport.

Lake Drive & East Beltline

4. Implement previously adopted public bicycle facility improvements .

- Designate path beneath East
Beltline underpass as safe
pedestrian crossing
- Create underpass beneath Lake
Drive on the east side of E.B.
- Extend Path north on E.B., along
outer edge of Nature Preserve
and continuing north on E.B.

5. Improve lane markings and safe traffic flows both on Calvin’s campus and in Calvin’s
connections to the community.
6. Install pedestrian walking path from Calvin’s northbound East Beltline entrance along
the edge of the nature preserve, passing under Lake Drive and continuing north.

Burton Street Entrance
- Widen bus shelter entrance
and expand entire shelter
- Decrease grade of path to
improve accessibility
- Update path to self-maintain
(i.e. snow removal heating)
- Extend Rapid routes’ service
to continue directly to
Airport and to Amtrak
Station from Calvin
Fac Parking Lot & East Beltline
- Create multi-use lanes along
Calvin streets
- utilize colored asphalt to
designate lanes
- Increase student parking
fees to subsidize student
Rapid ridership

7. Re-evaluate and improve accessibility practices along Burton St. and campus at large.

Conclusions
Supporting arguments
Geography 351’s current proposals utilize the techniques of America’s best planned
cities as well as cutting-edge planning innovations used in many cities throughout the
world. For example, automobile disincentives such as raising student parking prices
have been successful in the larger communities of Boston, Portland and Boulder2.
Additionally, the Bus Rapid Transit systems recommended by Team 4 are relatively
new innovations, currently being used in various places such as Boston, Ho Chi Minh
City, Vietnam, and Rouen, France2.

The following propositions encourage Calvin College to persevere in its
commitments to sustainability and access. If Calvin truly strives to be an
active agent of renewal in this community, it must not only participate in the
promotion of sustainable development but rather be on the forefront of
innovation in sustainable campus transportation policies, practices and
facilities.
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